HORIZONTAL GAZE
NYSTAGMUS:

When the Eyes Reveal More
Than the Driver Intended
gregory watt1

Imagine a young woman speeding home late at night after having
drinks with friends; she’s thinking about a warm shower, the smell
of flannel sheets, and that moment her head hits the pillow. She
feels fatigued, but she doesn’t feel intoxicated whatsoever. She had
two mixed drinks, three at most. The thought of being a suspect in a
DWI investigation is the last thing on her mind, as her reflexes seem
fine and her ability to view the road are on point.2
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A trooper sees her in the distance ahead. He estimates her
speed at 80; his radar reads 89. The trooper initiates a stop and
closely monitors the events that follow.
The driver notices flashing lights in her rear view mirror and
brakes fast, hoping for the best. She knows, though, she was
speeding. She looks again in her rear view mirror and sees a
shiny black Chevy Tahoe slowing down behind her. Her head
now closer to the mirror, she stares long enough to notice sweat
beading on her forehead. She takes a moment to consider the
situation, ruminating over the evening and the possibility she
could be given a DWI. As the trooper walks toward her vehicle,
she clicks open the glove box, hoping her insurance and registration are neatly organized inside. Paper spills everywhere.
Meanwhile the trooper, experienced in DWI detection, has already begun ticking off his list of observations that correlate with
DWI: time of night, high rate of speed, and erratic braking are
all considered. The sweat on the suspect’s forehead and the fact
she was fumbling with her insurance and registration information adds to his suspicion. He questions her about alcohol and
she describes her evening, inadvertently confessing to having had
a couple of drinks.
Reflecting on his training, the trooper believes she may be intoxicated.3 He asks her to step out of the car so she can begin the
first of three standard field sobriety tests. Using a penlight held
slightly elevated 12 inches in front of her eyes, the trooper asks
the driver to follow the light with her eyes only. He slowly tracks
the light side-to-side while the driver attempts to follow it. After
the test is completed, he notes his report, estimates her BAC at
above .08 percent,4 and administers the remaining two tests: the
walk-and-turn and one-leg stand.
The scenario described above is not unique, nor is the trooper’s response. DWI investigations, like any other investigation,
are premised on procedure. And while it is debatable whether
the driver was truly intoxicated – especially given the limited
information provided – clearly the trooper attempted to rely on
his training to come to an arrest decision. Beginning with his observations of the vehicle on the roadway, followed by his observations of the driver after the stop, the information gathered from
these two reference points prompted the trooper to ask the driver
to exit the car so she could be tested for impairment.
Put differently, the trooper relied upon a three-phase approach
to formulate an articulable basis for the DWI arrest: “Phase One:
Vehicle in motion[;] Phase Two: Personal contact[; and] Phase
Three: Pre-arrest screening.”5 Phase one is a rubric for assessing driving behavior; phase two is a rubric for assessing driver
behavior; and phase three – the pre-arrest screening – is the portion of the process where the three standard field sobriety tests
are deployed. Phase three, in other words, is a rubric for directly
grading driver impairment using objective clues.6
Standard field sobriety testing originated out of a demand for
better accuracy and consistency in DWI investigations. Prior to
modern standardized field sobriety testing, drivers were subjected
to all sorts of tests, including reciting nursery rhymes, picking up
coins off the road, and tracing on paper. There were no limits to
the creativity a suspect would experience.7
That changed when NHTSA contracted with the Southern
California Research Institute in 1975.8 They came together to
study and narrow the testing to those tests that correlated well
with driver impairment. They spent tremendous amounts of

time and money on validation studies and concluded with a battery of tests that could be applied consistently across the United
States.9 Those three tests are: 1) Horizontal Gaze Nystagmus
(HGN); 2) Walk-and-Turn; and 3) One-Leg Stand.10
HGN is the first of the three standard field sobriety tests. In
the example above, after asking the driver to exit the vehicle, the
trooper took a penlight out of his pocket, held it in front of the
driver’s eyes, and asked her to follow it using her eyes only. The
trooper was performing HGN on the driver. To be successful
advocates in the area of DWI law, prosecutors and defense attorneys alike must familiarize themselves with HGN and the science
behind it. And since neither the prosecutor nor the defense can
speak intelligently (or argue effectively) to a judge/jury11 during a
DWI trial without a working understanding of HGN, this article
will provide enough practical information on the topic of HGN
for both sides to feel confident in the courtroom.12
Critics have called HGN “junk science” on more than one occasion. However, anyone who has studied HGN in the field – or
in a controlled lab using intoxicated test subjects – will confirm
HGN is real.13 Ophthalmologist Dr. Robert Wayne Thompson
Jr. describes nystagmus as a “rapid involuntary oscillatory movement of the eye.”14 Dr. Thompson goes on to explain why alcohol affects eye behavior, stating that “alcohol interferes with the
neural integrators which maintain ocular tracking during smooth
pursuit.” NHTSA refers to HGN as an “[i]nvoluntary jerking …
as the eyes gaze to the side.”15 Officers look for HGN as a way
of discerning whether a central nervous system depressant (i.e.,
alcohol) has been introduced into the body.16
The NHTSA student manual describes what HGN looks
like in the field by drawing the following comparisons: “movement of the eyes of a person not impaired by alcohol (or drugs
that cause HGN) will be similar to the movement of windshield
wipers across a wet windshield versus an impaired person and
windshield wipers moving across a dry windshield.”17 NHTSA
also describes HGN as similar to watching “a marble roll[] across
sandpaper.”18 In short, the officer will look for specific clues of
intoxication by directly observing how the eyes react to movement of a stimulus.
An arrest is imminent if the officer observes enough clues of
intoxication during the standard field sobriety testing process.
The officer has been trained by NHTSA to connect clues with
probability – the more clues observed, the higher the probability
of intoxication.19 Therefore, for each standardized field sobriety
test, the officer is literally grading the suspect. HGN carries a
maximum of six clues, walk and turn a maximum of eight clues,
and one leg stand a maximum of four clues. For HGN, NHTSA
identifies the clues as “Three Clues of Horizontal Gaze Nystagmust”: 1) “Lack of smooth pursuit”; 2) “Distinct and sustained
nystagmus at maximum deviation”; and, 3) “Onset of nystagmus
prior to 45 degrees.”20 Since the defendant has two eyes, the
maximum number of clues available to use against the defendant
is, of course, six.21
Of the three standard field sobriety tests, HGN is tested first
because it is considered the most reliable indicator of intoxication. It is considered more reliable than the walk and turn
and one leg stand, because HGN is immune to tolerance and
athleticism. The walk and turn and one leg stand can easily be
overcome by an accomplished alcoholic, but no matter how high
the tolerance or how athletic the person, no one has the power
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to control how the eyes respond when alcohol is introduced into
the body. This means when suspects say they “passed the test”
because they were able to follow the penlight with their eyes, they
are mistaken. Because HGN is involuntary, suspects are unaware
of the jerking exhibited by the eye, and therefore powerless to
control it.
Because of this scientific reality, HGN is an evidentiary heavyweight during a DWI trial. Prosecutors and arresting officers,
however, need to be careful to avoid a common error: Frequently
they stake too much of their credibility on the scientific merits
of HGN without sufficiently acknowledging the limitations of
the test or having the depth of understanding needed to fend off
attacks by the defense. Anthony Palacios, a nationally recognized
speaker and instructor on standard field sobriety testing, says,
“It is common practice for officers to establish authority early in
the trial knowing that their confidence can easily be interpreted
as proficiency by a Judge or Jury.”22 It is the prosecutor’s job to
ensure officers are proficient, rather than relying on confidence
alone to carry the day.
Missouri courts have set the standard for officer proficiency
through two foundational requirements: 1) The arresting officer
must be adequately trained on how to administer and interpret
HGN; and 2) The test must be properly administered.23 At a
minimum, the officer must have eight hours of police training
on how to administer and interpret HGN. Eight hours is a good
start, but an accomplished DWI defense attorney is going to have
more than eight hours of training. Therefore, the prosecutor
should avoid propping this test up through the officer only. It is
optimal for the prosecutor to engage the services of an expert
witness on the subject of HGN, especially if the remaining two
tests – the walk and turn and one leg stand – offer little evidentiary value.
The defense should begin cross examination by bolstering
the authority of the arresting officer on the subject of HGN. As
counterintuitive as this may seem, tremendous leverage comes
from getting the officer “to go all in” and overcommit to his/her
findings from the test.24 By doing this, the defense will also be
able to develop meaningful contrast between direct examination
and cross examination while clarifying inherent frailties. The remainder of cross-examination should track the following pattern:
HGN is 1) an imperfect test; 2) applied by an imperfect administrator; and 3) applied during imperfect conditions.
HGN is an imperfect test, but so are the walk and turn and
one leg stand. The difference, however, is that HGN cannot be
scrutinized on video,25 whereas the other two can.26 This reality
places immense pressure on the officer to communicate effectively about an area that is, for the most part, out of his or her
comfort zone due to the scientific nuances involved.27 Remember,
the officer is neither an ophthalmologist nor an optometrist. Very
few officers can survive intense pressure from the defense on this
subject because they lack the requisite medical training.28
For example, when asked on cross examination whether the
subtle jerking exhibited was HGN or simply the eye rebounding
from fatigue,29 the absence of medical specialty will be pronounced. When asked on cross to distinguish for the judge/jury
all the different types and all the different causes of HGN, the
absence of medical specialty will be even more pronounced.30
Invariably, the defense should close the trial by summarizing
exactly what the arresting officer is asking: that is, for the judge/
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jury to take a tremendous leap of faith about physiological phenomena, which is difficult – even for the medical community – to
see, test, and classify.
Next, the defense should be prepared to address incorrect
administration of HGN. Officers struggle to administer this test
correctly for a few reasons. First, officers rarely have time to stay
up-to-date with the most recent changes in the NHTSA manual.
Second, the mechanics of HGN do not account for individual
suspect variance. And, finally, officers simply forget the pace for
each test. The pace demanded by NHTSA is specific, tedious,
and surprisingly slow. It takes patience and controlled hand-eye
coordination to properly position, pre-qualify, and pace the test.
The final thrust of cross examination should address testing conditions and how those conditions can create unwanted
challenges for both officer and suspect. Officer anxiety, suspect
anxiety, time of night, foul weather, and passing traffic are all
common contaminates in the standard field sobriety testing
process. By allowing environmental influences to creep into what
should have been a controlled testing situation, officers provide
a ripe opportunity for the defense to suggest the whole investigation was compromised from the start. 31
In closing, HGN is a scientific reality. Thus, both sides need
to be prepared. Prosecutors need to assess whether the arresting
officer is both HGN-proficient and up-to-date concerning the
most recent NHSTA curriculum changes. Prosecutors also need
to take some of the burden off the arresting officer by retaining a
qualified expert to explain HGN to the judge/jury. In response,
the defense needs to remember the method taught above: HGN
is 1) an imperfect test; 2) applied by an imperfect administrator; and, 3) applied during imperfect conditions. After all, DWI
means to defend with ingenuity.32
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